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Abstract: As one of the most important media, newspapers help a large group of readers get information in their daily life. With
international newspapers becoming popular in Chinese market, the English-Chinese translation of English newspapers plays an essential role
in its success. Metaphor is a figure of speech which is widely used in newspaper English. The related research on metaphor is first
introduced in the present paper. Secondly different types of metaphors are discussed, namely, conceit, personification, metonymy and
synecdoche, and some examples are given to demonstrate each of them. In the third part, discussions are made on the application of
metaphor in newspaper English. And then some translation strategies are listed with analyzing related examples. Finally, it makes a
conclusion that knowing the application function of metaphor can assist the translator get a better understanding of the target text. In the
process of its English-Chinese translation of newspapers, it would be much better for translators to combine various translation strategies so
that can improve the quality of the translation.
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the fundamental work of traditional western rhetoric. He believes that

Introduction

metaphor is a lexical mean to achieve some sort of rhetoric. It is

With fierce competition in the course of globalization, the world

transference of meaning, that is to say, replacing one word with another

changes every day. International communications are frequent,

to express the same meaning for contrast. Another ancient Greek thinker

fueling economic growth of each country, which almost attributes to

Plato opined that metaphor is modifying language, only applying to

the media. Nowadays, the media is diverse and every person in the

express one’s feelings. It is not proper to use metaphor in political

world is affected by it. Newspapers, either electronic version or

debates and scientific discussions. Traditional linguistics regard

paper version, are crucial in mass media. English Newspapers cover

metaphors as the rhetoric device and pure linguistic phenomenon. In the

a variety of fields, involving in politics, business, military affairs,

1980s, American linguists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in

history, sports, science, nature, art, food and etc. As one of the most

Metaphors We Live By thought that metaphor is pervasive , either in

powerful

diversity,

language or in thoughts. They put forward conceptual metaphor theory

convenience, speediness, timeliness and popularity. The press men

from cognitive perspective. The nature of metaphor is understanding one

play an important role in spreading information. While reporting, a

thing in terms of another.

media,

Newspaper

is

characterized

by

journalist should think properly about vocabularies, tone, mood,

This thesis will explore the classifications of metaphor, analyze

rhetoric and etc. in their reports. Because it is something about the

application of metaphors and discuss translation strategies of metaphor,

attitude of the author, sometimes even the government. Translators

to make the translation of Newspapers English rule-based.

of English Newspapers, taking a heavy burden, have to take all
aspects such as polity, cultural background into consideration while
they are translating the materials.

1. Classifications of Metaphor
1.1 Conceit

Metaphor is a frequently used rhetorical skill in English Newspapers.

“Conceit is a comparison whose ingenuity is more striking than its

It defines a figure of speech in which an expression is used to refer to

justness and that a comparison becomes a conceit when we are made to

something that it does not literally denote in order to suggest a similarity.

concede likeness while being strongly conscious of unlikeness.” ( Helen

The English word “metaphor” derived from Greek, the original meaning

Gardner ) Conceit has been used widely in poems in the 17th century.

——transform or change. Aristotle is the first person to put forward it.

There is an often-cited example from John Donne’s The Flea (40):

His book Rhetoric appears in 4 century B.C., which has been regarded as
Oh stay, three lives in one flea spare,

住手，一只跳蚤，三条生命啊，

Where we almost, nay more than married are.

它的身体不只是见证我们的婚约。

This flea is you and I, and this,

还是你和我，
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Our marriage bed and marriage temple is;

我们的婚床，婚姻的殿堂；

Though parents grudge, and you, we are met,

父母怨恨，你不情愿，我们还是相遇，

And cloistered in these living walls of jet.

并躲藏在黝黑的有生命的墙院里。

Though use make you apt to kill me.

尽管你会习惯地拍死跳蚤，

Let not to that, self-murder added be,

千万别，这会杀了我，也增加你的自杀之罪，

55

杀害三条生命会亵渎神灵。

And sacrilege, three sins in killing three.
This is a short stanza from the funny little poem. Love is normally

The flea is the woman, the speaker and the marriage bed. In essence, it

compared to some romantic things such as red rose, chocolate, etc. Most

deeply related to religious concepts. The flea is as the conceit of a fragile

of us would be so surprised at such an amazing conceit. A flea that bites

marriage. Because it would be easily destroyed. People seldom connect

both the speaker and his lover becomes a conceit arguing that his lover

flea with marriage. Creative idea usually occurs in conceit(Lakoff,

has no reason to deny him sexually, although they are not married. Then

Johnson,13).

the woman wanted to kill the flea as the speaker fancied that he was in it,

1.2 Personification

so he said she wanted to kill him. He thought that if she killed the flea, at

Personification is another type of metaphor in which an inanimate

the same time, she would kill herself "self-murder added be" and also

object or abstraction is given human qualities or abilities. There is an

him and their baby as all of them were in the flea. That’s why he said

example as follow : W.H. Auden, As I Walked Out One Evening (13).

"this flea is you and I, and this, our marriage bed and marriage temple is ".
I'll love you, dear, I'll love you

我爱你，亲爱的，我爱你，

Till China and Africa meet,

一直爱到中国与非洲相撞，

And the river jumps over the mountain

爱到大河跳上了山顶。

And the salmon sing in the street.

鲑鱼来到大街上歌唱。

I'll love you till the ocean

我爱你，直至海洋被关进栅栏，

Is folded and hung up to dry

为了晒干而被人倒挂；

And the seven stars go squawking

直至七颗星星粗声喊叫，

Like geese about the sky.

就像空中出现了鹅鸭。

The years shall run like rabbits,

岁月将像兔子一样奔跑，

For in my arms I hold

因为我以自己的心坎，

The Flower of the Ages

紧紧搂住时代的花朵

And the first love of the world.

以及大千世界的初恋。

In Auden’s love poem, river, salmon, ocean, stars are vividly

Metonymy is a figure of speech consisting of the use of the name of

personified. As we can frequently appreciate in Chinese Literature,

one thing for that of another of which it is an attribute or with which it is

personification is much more emotional than any other kind of rhetorical

associated(Longman 142).There are different types of metonymy as

device(Frost,56).

illustrated below:

1.3 Metonymy
Category of Metonymy
A container for its content
A place for the people
A location for the institution/organization

Examples
Sorry, my pocket can’t afford such a pair of shoes. (pocket--money)
The whole town attended the funeral. (the whole town-- the town people)
The world is watching closely what the White House will do next.(the White
House--American government)

An instrument for its user

The pen is mightier than the sword. (pen--writer; sword--fighter)

A striking feature for the person/thing

Gray hairs should be respected. (gray hair-- the old)

An organ for its function

You have a good ear for music.(a good ear--the ability to appreciate or enjoy)

An author for the work

He likes to collect Picasso.(Picasso--Picasso’s work)

A brand/producing place for the product

He is wearing an Omega. (Omega--Omega watch)

Take this poem from James Shirley, Death the Leveller as an example:
The glories of our blood and state

我们的血统和权势带来的荣华，

Are shadows, not substantial things;

不是什么实体，而只是幻影；

There is no armour against fate;

从来没有能抵挡住命运的盔甲；

Death lays his icy hand on kings;

当死神冰冷的手放在国王们头顶：

Sceptre and Crown

权杖与王冠

Must tumble down

终久要倒翻，

And in the dust be equal made

它们将同卑微的长曲镰和铁锨，

With the poor crooked Scythe and Spade.

不分高低，同样在尘土中长眠。
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In this poem Scepter and Crown substitutes the king, because they

Synecdoche is a word or phrase in which a part of something is used

are both the unique instrument for the king. Scythe and Spade also are the

to represent a whole, or a whole is used to represent a part of something.

instrument for the poor to make a living.

( Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries ) As same as metonymy, synecdoche can
be classified into certain types as follow :

1.4 Synecdoche
Category of Synecdoche

Examples

The part for the whole

God bless the hands that prepared this food. ( hands--person )

The whole for the part

She cut herself in the kitchen. ( herself-- her finger )

The general for the specific

The poor creature could no longer endure his sufferings. ( creature--man )

The specific for the general

He had to earn his daily bread by doing odd jobs. ( bread--food )

The material for the thing made

Have you any coppers? ( coin made of copper )

The concrete for the abstract

I had the muscle and they made money out of it. ( muscle--physical strength )

The abstract for the concrete

Bullets fell in showers. ( bullets--death )

In The Rime of the ancient Mariner written by Samuel Taylor Coleridge :
The western wave was all a-flame;

西边的海波似一片火焰；

The day was well nigh done.

此时白昼将尽已近夜晚：

Almost upon the western wave

坠未在西方的海面是，

Rested the broad bright Sun;

一轮巨大的灿烂的夕阳；

suddenly

突然，

When that strange shape drove

那个奇怪的物体，

Betwixt us and the Sun.
Wave is a typical feature of sea, which frames strong representation,
making a nice turn of phrase.

闯进了太阳和我们之间。
newspapers sometimes have to make commentary about something, it is
not always proper to write directly, so metaphor will help the author
avoid using direct expression. Two main applications are analyzed in the

2. Application of Metaphor in Newspaper English

following(刘金龙 11).
2.1 Description

It is well known that metaphor has been extensively applied in
newspaper English(张健,87). For one thing, metaphor is so inevitable to

There is no doubt that one of the most useful application of

make the language much more vivid and interesting that readers are

metaphor is to describe distinguishing features of a person or the special

easily understanding what the author want to express. For another thing,

qualities of things such as the size, the color, the shape.

a. Compared to the sleek lines of the high-speed destroyers, those “greyhounds of the sea”, she (the SES-100B surface Effect ship) is an
over-plump mutt. But if destroyers are greyhounds, this thing is lightening.
跟高速驱逐舰—那些“海上猎犬”—的壮实光滑躯体相比，水面效应船（一种还在试验阶段的快速反潜、扫雷船）倒像是过于肥胖的杂种
狗。但如果说驱逐舰犹如猎犬般迅速，那么这个东西更像闪电似地神速了。
The author is trying to compare two different military ships—the

are described as fast as greyhounds and the latter are said to be lightening.

high-speed destroyers and the surface Effect ships—by their respective

This is a case of metaphor for the purpose of description that in this

shape, size and speed. In the light of shape and size, the high-speed

example makes deep impression about the respective features of two

destroyers are likened to “greyhounds of the sea” while the surface Effect

things. Readers are able to lively feel and experience what the author

ships are likened to over-plump mutts. In the light of speed, the former

described(谭卫国,10).

b. A poem The Hound :
Life the hound

生活这猎狗

Equivocal

态度暧昧地

Comes at a bound

朝着我一扑：

Either to rend me

不是想咬我

Or to befriend me.

就是要亲热。

I cannot tell

这狗的心思

The hound’s intent

我说不明白

Till he has sprung

只看它跳来

At my bare hand

对我的光手

With teeth or tongue.

是咬还是舔。

Meanwhile I stand

我站在那儿

And wait the event.

等事态发展。

In this poem, the metaphor likens life to a fierce hunting dog, the

poem describes how the hound and life are similar in this perspective(陈

hound. The two have the common quality in comparison: equivocal. The

安定 25). Through the vivid description, we can easily learn the truth
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2.2 Explanation

whether we will enjoy happiness or suffer misery. Descriptive metaphors

Most metaphors function to specify truths, explain reasons, reveal

applied in newspaper also are employed to give the vivid description of

specific qualities of a person or particular properties of things. Let us

something so that readers are more likely to possess the features or

analyze the following examples :

qualities of something(郭磊 14).
a. The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural mature. ( Thomas Jefferson )
自由之树必须一次又一次地用爱国者和暴虐者的鲜血来浇灌方能生机勃勃、郁郁葱葱。双方的血是它的天然肥料。
In this sentence, liberty is likened to the tree and blood of patriots and

is guaranteed at the expense of blood and lives. Undoubtedly, to reveal a

tyrants is compared to the natural fertilizers, maturing the tree. Obviously,

truth, elaborating by plain words is less convincing and forceful than the

the metaphor is to reveal a truth —The life-and-death struggles between

way of reasoning by metaphor, which readers can appreciate the subtlety

patriots and tyrants nourish the vitality of freedom, that is to say, freedom

and vividness of the metaphor.

b. Kissinger has always been a political chameleon, able to take on the coloration of his environment.
基辛格在政治上一贯是条变色龙，能随时着上各种不同的环境色彩。
Kissinger in the example is compared to a political chameleon. The

3.1 Literal Translation Approach

comparison is such impressive that one cannot easily forget(叶子南 69).

Literal translation (metaphrase in terms) refers to an total expression

It vividly acts out the character of Kissinger in political affairs: he is

of the original meaning, which put emphasis on preserving the source

flexible and changeable to match the different political surroundings.

language intact. It is generally believed that literal translation strives to
keep the form similarity, that is to say, the literal translation is faithful to

3. E-C Translation Strategies of Metaphor in Newspaper
English

the original text and form. In fact, it requires the accordance between the
original passages and the translated one in the choice of word, syntax and

Metaphor theories from cognitive perspective consider that metaphor

styles(刘伯明 9). While the target domain of metaphor in English has

is a kind of thinking mode and cognitive device, which offers the

the same meaning with it in Chinese, literal translation should be given

English-Chinese translation of metaphor new methods. Translators can

priority. It can retain as much as possible the figures of speech. There are

choose concrete methods according to concrete situation.

some examples below :

a. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee today extended the olive branch to the Clinton Government by pleading for cooperation in developing
foreign policy.
参议院外交委员会今天向克林顿政府伸出了橄榄枝，要求在发展外交政策上合作。
It is well known that the olive branch is compared to peace or victory.
Evidently, the metaphor is the same both in English and Chinese by
literal translation.
b. While the US, EU and Canada said the tariffs encouraged car parts companies to shift production to China, costing jobs elsewhere.
而美国、欧盟和加拿大则说关税鼓励汽车配件公司将转移到中国生产，以此解决消减其他地方的就业问题。
In this sentence, inanimate objects such as US, EU,Canada are

easily accepted. Consequently, it is proper to translate it according to

represented with human qualities that they can express the thoughts.

literal translation. At the same time, the form similarity has been kept(胡

Tariffs even encouraged the companies to shift car parts to China. They

壮麟 205).

are personified vividly. Either in English or in Chinese, the metaphor is

c. He told the tens of thousands of people gathered in Independence Square that the Kremlin was lying to its own people by portraying the
protesters in Kiev as near fascists.
他告诉成千上万聚集在独立广场的群众，克里姆林宫正对本国人民撒谎，将基辅的抗议者描述为几乎是法西斯的形象。
We are not surprised that newspapers always use the location for the

often used in newspaper English. There is also a personification in this

government such as the Kremlin for Russian government, the White

sentence, that “lying to its own people” is colorful language, making

House for American government, Beijing for Chinese government and

Russian government vivid. While people are familiar about it, it can be

Tokyo for Japanese government. It’s some sort of political metaphor

translated according to its literal meaning to keep its faith.

d. ..., and for many people learning English is an essential steeping stone on the road to success...
对很多人来说，学习英语是一块通向成功之路上的必要的脚踏石。
In the course of globalization, more and more people have to learn

Literal translation is considered as the most essential and the most

English for work or daily life. It’s truly necessary for some people to

commonly used approach for translating metaphors. As long as the

master English very well. “stepping stone on the road” in English

original meaning would not be impaired, priority should be given to the

sentence and its Chinese translation version have the same source

literal translation, because it is not only capable to retain the basic

metaphor, which both consider “to success” as a kind of journey. Literal

structure of the original sentence, but also to reproduce its artistic

translation keeps its high fidelity(刘宓庆 167).

conception, image and target meaning. It is regarded as a rule that
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corresponding English and Chinese metaphors with the same vehicles

metaphors have long absorbed by Chinese without any changes such as

and intended meaning should be translated literally. As is known to all,

following examples:

language is the main bridge of culture. Actually, some vehicles of English
to show one’s card

摊牌

An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.

以眼还眼，以牙还牙

to be armed to the teeth

武装到牙齿
掉鳄鱼眼泪

to shed crocodile tears
If sometimes a source language vehicle does not exist in the target

original work’s figures of speech, sentence structures or patterns, but not

language, to maintain the original conception and image, translators have

the original meaning(束定芳 109). Translators usually first comprehend

to reproduce it in the corresponding version so that it would be much

the original language thoroughly, then translate it correctly in target

more easily accepted for the target language readers.

language. It stresses the target language smoothness and it is of less

3.2 Free Translation Approach

importance to keep the target language form superficially similar to the

Free translation is the method to, according to the main meaning of

linguistic form of the source language. In recent years, free translation

the original passage, translate a sentence without paying too much

plays an important role in cross-cultural translation of metaphor. Once the

attention to the details such as the form of the source language, figure of

literal translation possibly cause the misunderstanding of the original

speech and the structure of sentence. Free translation targets with the

metaphor, it would be the best choice for translators to choose free

communicative effect of the translated version. It refers to change the

translation. There are some examples as followed:

a. Obama, McCain compete in battleground states as presidential race approaches finish line.
总统竞选接近尾声，奥巴马、麦凯恩战地州较劲。
In this sentence, competition is the metaphor for the American
president election and the finish line is for the end of election. According

the Chinese expression, it would be better to translate “approaches finish
line” as “接近尾声” instead of “终点线”.

b. China looks into US car parts 'dumping'
中国调查美国汽车零部件“倾销”
The word dump means rubbish originally. In this sentence, it means
that an large quantity of products is on sales to another country at a very

translate “dump” as “倾销” so that both SL readers and TL readers can
accept it(王振亚 76).

low price, even as cheap as rubbish. To stress the low price, it is proper to
c. BEIJING—An underground video sweeping Chinese cyberspace has half the country cracking up.
网络上迅速走红的一部视频短片已经让半个中国的人民捧腹大笑。
The word country is an abstract noun. Country certainly cannot crack

spread quickly, therefore, it should be translated as “迅速走红” in

up. Obviously, this is metonymy which uses country for Chinese people.

Chinese version. Only in free translation can express the popularity of the

“The country” must be translated as “中国人民”. “sweep” originally

video vividly and deeply.

means to clean a room, surface, etc (清扫). In this sentence, it means to
d. The martial-arts soap opera - set in medieval times and heavy on special effects - bombed.
这部以古代为背景并运用了大量特技效果的功夫肥皂剧遭遇了滑铁卢。
Bomb originally means “炸弹” in Chinese. This sentence is from a

Amplification means supplying necessary words in translation on the

report about a movie that the director has utilized the massive trick

basis of accurate comprehension of the source language. Owing to the

effects, with advertisements and publicity in print, e - mail and electronic

cultural differences between two languages, a translator sometimes

before it would be released. However, the fact is extraordinary that

should refrain from supplying necessary words to make the version

audiences feel so disappointed about the film and the it was a miserable

semantically accurate and idiomatic in the target language. Precisely, it is

failure. It is all known to us that Emperor Napoleon was defeated at

for the purpose of faithful representation of the thought of the author that

Waterloo, which was totally a crushing defeat(徐明武,287).And later,

we often resort to amplification. In addition, many idiomatic expressions

Waterloo became a symbolic noun of failure. “Boomed” is flexibly

and shortened words that can be well understood by the native speakers

rendered into Chinese “滑铁卢” by the translator. Generally, Chinese

but hardly make sense to other language speakers ( 朱 伊 革 119).

readers have already understood the meaning of “Waterloo” , so it is

Therefore, it is also an essential way to translate Newspaper English to

totally a suitable word to express what “boomed” means.

Chinese. The following table shows some types of amplification :

3.3 Amplification
Adding Verbs
Adding Nouns

Reading makes a full man; conference a ready man; writing an exact

读书使人充实，讨论使人机智，写作使人准

man.

确。

Day after day he came to his work, sweeping, scrubbing and
cleaning.

他每天来干活，扫地，擦地板，收拾房间。

Adding Adjective

Deflation has now reached unprecedented level.

通货紧缩已经发展到了空前严重的地步。

Adding Adverbial

Time drops in decay, like a candle burnt out.

时间一点一滴逝去，犹如蜡烛慢慢燃尽。
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Lovers wander hand in hand, paying no attention to the packs of

情侣携手漫步，无人理睬那三五成群的小孩

children.

子。

There are some examples to analyze:
a. As he sat down and began talking, words poured out.
他一坐下来就讲开了，滔滔不绝地讲个没完。
“poured out” vividly personifies “words”, making it alive. In Chinese

talker drawn with a strong pencil.

version, it adds adverbial “滔滔不绝地” that makes the character of the
b. That process may already be beginning, for Japan’s surplus has been tumbling for 20 consecutive months, and it could end up with something
that a few years ago would have been regarded as more fanciful than a unicorn, a Japanese trade deficit.
这个过程或许已经开始，日本的贸易顺差 20 个月来持续下滑，其结果将是产生贸易逆差：这种情况在几年前几乎比虚拟的独角兽更令
人难以想象。
The unicorn is an imaginary beast in legends and stories. It is conceit. Adding adjective “虚拟的” is more precise and this will make it easier for the
readers to follow.
c. The lion is the king of animals.
狮子是百兽之王。
Chinese four-character idioms are very important and special. We use
“百兽” to represent all the animals living in the forest. The literal

translation version is “狮子是野兽之王”, but it amplifies numeral “百”,
which seems more readable to Chinese readers.

d. One day a terrible war came, and my son, like so many sons, went away to fight a great evil.
一天，一场可怕的战争爆发了，我的儿子和其他人的儿子一样去与恶魔纳粹战斗。
It adds “纳粹” to give a further information about “a great evil” in
its Chinese version which lets readers more clear about the time and

knowledge of metaphor theories is better for the study. Only in these
ways will the thesis be more trusty and reliable.

background of the story.
Cultural differences often emerge in newspapers. Sometimes it is

---------------------------------------------------------------------

hard to achieve a good effect either in literal translation or free translation.
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